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The heteronuclear J cross-polarization technique has been only appropriate for a two-spin system, while calculations
involving three or more spins require the use of the properdemonstrated by a number of groups to be an effective means

for achieving coherence transfer in solution-state NMR spec- Hamiltonian; use of the ZTOCSY program with its isotropic
mixing Hamiltonian is invalid in the application describedtroscopy (1). While the majority of modern experiments rely

on the approach of ‘‘spin-order transfer by RF pulses’’ (1), by Kellogg and Schweitzer. None of the qualitative conclu-
sions in the Kellogg and Schweitzer study are affected by thesuch as the INEPT (2) or DEPT (3) techniques, for effecting

the desired transfer of spin order among nuclear spins of computational error, but the quantitative results are modified
somewhat. Some aspects of the distinct nature of coherencedifferent species, the general approach of ‘‘spin-order trans-

fer under an average Hamiltonian’’ (1) has some advantages transfer under isotropic mixing and J cross polarization have
been explicitly described by Chandrakumar and co-workersin a number of specific situations (1, 4–14). Of relevance

for the present paper is the work of Kellogg and co-workers (15, 16), and implicitly by a number of groups.
In the discussions below, we will use the following, some-(9–11), which demonstrated very well the advantages of

the heteronuclear cross-polarization technique in transferring what loose, nomenclature. The acronym TOCSY (total cor-
relation spectroscopy) will be used, as it was originally de-spin order between 31P and 1H nuclei in nucleic acids. As

Kellogg and co-workers, as well as others (12), have pointed fined (18), to refer to coherence transfer in a homonuclear
spin system under the influence of an isotropic mixing Ham-out, the cross-polarization techniques can have a sensitivity

advantage over INEPT methods when both heteronuclear iltonian (vide infra). The acronym CP (cross polarization)
will refer to coherence transfer between spins of differentand homonuclear coherence-transfer steps are desirable,

since both processes occur simultaneously under the influ- nuclear species under the influence of a planar coupling
Hamiltonian (19) of the general form H Å pJ(IySy / IzSz).ence of the cross-polarization Hamiltonian.

The purpose of the present Note is to address a specific In the original applications of CP experiments, on-resonance
CW RF fields were applied to the two nuclear species, withaspect of the theoretical calculations presented by Kellogg

and Schweitzer (11) for the coherence-transfer behavior in the relative amplitudes fulfilling the Hartmann–Hahn match-
ing condition (4, 20, 21). However, in current applicationsthe heteronuclear (1H, 31P) spin system present in dinucleo-

tide fragments. These calculations employed a computer pro- in solution-state studies, phase-modulated RF schemes are
normally employed to increase the spectral bandwidth overgram (ZTOCSY) which was written specifically to simulate

coherence-transfer behavior in homonuclear spin systems which efficient, heteronuclear coherence transfer can be
achieved (1). The CP sequences typically employed, suchunder the influence of an isotropic mixing Hamiltonian (17).

Kellogg and Schweitzer indicated that the program was used as DIPSI-2 (22) applied to each nuclear species, are generally
quite effective at promoting homonuclear coherence transferin their study without modification, and that the presence of

heteronuclear spins was taken into account by scaling down as well; thus, we shall use the term CP-TOCSY to refer
to the case where heteronuclear coherence transfer via anthe heteronuclear coupling constants by 50%, to reflect the

reduced rate of coherence transfer between two spins of effective, planar Hamiltonian and homonuclear transfer via
an isotropic mixing Hamiltonian occur simultaneously. Wedifferent nuclear species compared to that between two spins

of the same species. However, as we shall demonstrate be- avoid the use of the term hetero-TOCSY, as this should
perhaps be reserved for the situation in which an ‘‘isotropic’’low, merely scaling the heteronuclear coupling constant is
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Hamiltonian has effectively been created for the hetero- If the initial density operator is proportional to the x compo-
nents of the angular-momentum operators (i.e., IAx or IMx),nuclear coherence-transfer process (23).

For the purposes of this Note, we will consider the coher- which would normally be true when invoking a CP Hamilto-
nian of the form of Eq. [2], then Eq. [6] simplifies toence-transfer behavior in a linear AMX spin system (i.e.,

JAX Å 0). For a homonuclear spin system, the idealized
isotropic mixing (TOCSY) nuclear spin Hamiltonian is r(t) Å exp{0i2pJAM(IAy IMy / IAzIMz)}r(0)

1 exp{i2pJAM(IAy IMy / IAzIMz)}. [7]
Him Å 2pJAMIArIM / 2pJMXIMrIX, [1]

Equation [7] is identical to the result one would obtain for
where JAM and JMX are the scalar coupling constants and IA, a CP experiment on a two-spin system (i.e., using Eq. [2]
IM, and IX are the spin-angular-momentum vector operators for with JMX Å 0), except for the additional factor of two in
spins A, M, and X, respectively. In a heteronuclear spin system, front of the scalar coupling constant. Thus, the coherence
with spin A belonging to one nuclear species and spins M transfer in a heteronuclear two-spin system for a CP experi-
and X to a second species, the idealized CP-TOCSY mixing ment could be calculated using an identical procedure as for
Hamiltonian, in the doubly rotating reference frame (4), is a homonuclear two-spin system under isotropic mixing, with

the trivial modification that the heteronuclear scalar coupling
Hcp Å pJAM(IAy IMy / IAzIMz) / 2pJMXIMrIX, [2] constant employed in the calculation should be half of its

actual value. This is, in fact, the manner in which Kellogg
where Iay and Iaz (a Å A, M) are Cartesian components of and Schweitzer (11) employed the ZTOCSY program to
the corresponding vector operators. The evolution of a spin simulate heteronuclear coherence transfer in their study. As
system under the influence of a time-independent Hamilto- demonstrated above, this procedure is valid for a two-spin
nian can be conveniently followed via a density-operator system.
formalism (24), with the density operator at an arbitrary time However, the simple expedient of halving the hetero-
t being given by nuclear coupling constants is not valid in the general case,

as one can see by considering the linear AMX spin system.
r(t) Å exp{0iHt}r(0)exp{iHt}, [3] In this case, and starting with the isotropic mixing Hamilto-

nian of Eq. [1], one cannot factor Eq. [3] as was done for
where r(0) is the density operator at tÅ 0. Any spin operator, the two-spin case to produce Eq. [7], since the term IAxIMx

such as Iax (a Å A, M, X), can be evaluated at any time as does not commute with all of the other terms in Eq. [1].
Thus, the evolution of a three-spin (or more) system, as

»Iax(t)… Å Tr[Iaxr(t)], [4] expressed by Eq. [3], will differ in a nontrivial way for the
TOCSY experiment (using a generalized version of Eq. [1])
versus the CP-TOCSY experiment (using the generalizedwhere »… denotes the expectation value of, in this case, Iax,
version of Eq. [2]).and Tr stands for the trace of the operator product enclosed

The difference in coherence-transfer behavior between ho-in brackets.
monuclear TOCSY and heteronuclear J cross-polarizationIn the special case of a heteronuclear two-spin system,
experiments for a three spin AX2 system can be seen directlywith the spins designated A and M, the isotropic mixing
by inspecting the analytical expressions describing these pro-Hamiltonian would simplify to
cesses. Under isotropic mixing, the transfer of magnetization
in a homonuclear system from spin A to the X spins is givenHim Å 2pJAMIArIM

by (15, 25)
Å 2pJAM(IAxIMx / IAyIMy / IAzIMz). [5]

MX } 4
9[1 0 cos(3pJt)]MA, [8]

Since the term IAxIMx commutes with the other two terms in
Eq. [5], the evolution of the density operator, Eq. [3], under where all multispin terms have been ignored, t is the mixing
the isotropic Hamiltonian can be factored to give time, J is the homonuclear coupling constant, and MA and

MX are the A and X spin magnetizations, respectively. The
r(t) Å exp{0i2pJAM(IAy IMy / IAzIMz)} analogous expression for the transfer of magnetization in a

heteronuclear spin system under the influence of the cross-1 exp{0i2pJAMIAxIMx}r(0)
polarization Hamiltonian is (8, 21)

1 exp{i2pJAMIAxIMx}

MX } 1
2[1 0 cos(p

√
2Jt)]MA. [9]1 exp{i2pJAM(IAy IMy / IAzIMz)}. [6]
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employed to evaluate Eqs. [3] and [4] [see Refs. (8, 25), for
example]. While the qualitative behavior of the coherence-
transfer functions shown in Fig. 1 is similar for the isotropic
and planar Hamiltonian calculations, there obviously are sig-
nificant quantitative differences.

To demonstrate the magnitude of the effects to be ex-
pected for a more complicated spin system, such as the
dinucleotide fragment considered in the Kellogg and
Schweitzer study, coherence-transfer behavior was calcu-
lated for the nine-spin system described by Kellogg and
Schweitzer (11). Unfortunately, the coupling constants were
not explicitly listed in their paper, and we were unable to
identify a set of values from the referenced literature to allow
us to reproduce the simulated data in Fig. 7 of Ref. (11), so
we derived our own set of coupling constants. The 1*, 5*,
and 59 protons from the 5* residue were omitted, as were
the 1*, 2*, and 29 protons from the 3* residue. Calculations
were carried out with backbone coupling constants set as
appropriate for B-form DNA (Figs. 2a and 2b) and A-form
DNA (Fig. 2c and 2d). For determining the 3JP–5=,

3JP–50,
3JP–3=,

3J4=–5=, and 3J4=–50 scalar coupling constants, knowledge
FIG. 1. Theoretical simulations of the time dependence of coherence of the backbone b, g, and e torsion angles is required (26).

transfer in a linear, heteronuclear three-spin system S–I1–I2, where S and
The torsion angles for the B DNA were obtained from TableI denote distinct nuclear species. The heteronuclear coupling constant (S–
1 in Ref. (27): b Å 1807, g Å 577, and e Å 1737. The torsionI1) is 10.14 Hz, while the homonuclear I1–I2 coupling constant is 011.8

Hz. Magnetization is assumed to start on the heteronucleus S, and the angles for the A DNA were extracted from Table 11-2 of
transfer of magnetization aligned along the doubly rotating-frame x axis is Ref. (28): b Å 1727, g Å 417, and e Å 01467. The phospho-
calculated: (a) S spin magnetization; (b) I1 spin magnetization; and (c) I2 rus–proton coupling constants were calculated using a Kar-
spin magnetization. The solid lines represent the data calculated with the

plus equation with parameters given by Lankhorst et al. (29):heteronuclear Hamiltonian, Eq. [2], while the dashed lines represent the
3JHCOP Å 15.3 cos2f 0 6.1 cos f / 1.6, where f is thedata calculated with the homonuclear Hamiltonian, Eq. [1], but with the

heteronuclear scalar coupling constant reduced by half to 5.07 Hz. relevant proton–phosphorus torsion angle derived from the
backbone angles b and e (26). The 3J4=–5= and 3J4=–50 values
were estimated from the g torsion angle using the graph in
Fig. 16 of Ref. (30). For the deoxyribose ring, a C2*-endoAn inspection of Eqs. [8] and [9] clearly indicates the distinct

nature of the coherence-transfer behavior under isotropic conformation (pseudorotation angle of 187) (28) was as-
sumed for the B DNA, and a C3*-endo conformation (pseu-mixing versus cross polarization. Substituting J/2 for J in

the isotropic mixing result, Eq. [8], does not provide the dorotation angle of 1627) for the A DNA, with a maximum
pucker amplitude Fm of 367 in both cases; the 3J2=–3=,

3J20–3=,correct description of the coherence-transfer process in the
cross-polarization experiment. and 3J3=–4= coupling constants were obtained from Table III

of Ref. (31). The geminal proton–proton coupling constantsIn order to demonstrate the difference in coherence-trans-
fer behavior for linear, heteronuclear A(MX), and homonu- were obtained from Ref. (32). The values of all the coupling

constants are provided in the legend to Fig. 2.clear AMX spin systems, numerical simulations were per-
formed and some characteristic results are shown in Fig. 1. In calculating the coherence-transfer functions shown in

Fig. 2, the magnetization was assumed to start on the 31PThe heteronuclear coupling constant JAM is 10.14 Hz, while
the homonuclear coupling constant JMX is 011.8 Hz; in all nucleus between the nucleotides, and the time dependence

of coherence transfer to the 3* proton of the 3* residue iscases, JAX Å 0 Hz. Magnetization was assumed to start on
spin A, and the transfer of this magnetization to spins M shown in Fig. 2a for B DNA and Fig. 2c for A DNA, while

Figs. 2b and 2d show the transfer to the 3* proton of the 5*and X is calculated as a function of the length of the mixing
time. The dashed curves in Fig. 1 were calculated using the residue for B and A forms of DNA, respectively. The solid

lines in Fig. 2 show the simulated coherence-transfer behav-ZTOCSY program (17), with JAM being entered as half its
actual value (i.e., 5.07 Hz was used in the ZTOCSY calcula- ior calculated using the planar mixing Hamiltonian, Eq. [2]

in generalized form, while the simulations shown as dashedtion), while the solid curves were calculated using the correct
Hamiltonian for the CP-TOCSY experiment, Eq. [2]. For lines were calculated with the ZTOCSY program (i.e., iso-

tropic Hamiltonian) and with the heteronuclear scalar cou-the latter calculations, standard numerical procedures were
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clusions or experimental results contained in the Kellogg
and Schweitzer study (11) are affected; only the quantita-
tive aspects of the simulated data shown in Fig. 7 of their
paper need to be reconsidered.
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